Technology Services Meeting - October 28, 2015

I attended the most recent meeting. Yes - 19

The most recent meeting included items that were relevant to my daily activities. Yes - 19
Please detail the most beneficial aspects of the most recent meeting.

All the information and updates
the sharing of information and ideas
Loved the honest interaction with all of the technicians and administrators.
The information on the new printer pilot, bond update, and information on e6400's.
seems things were explained more clearly
The time of completion of intrustruction is moved back
Informed about rest of 1TO1 tablets where in
getting updated on when the upgrades take effect, also general updates
Liaison Responsibilities vs. Tech Responsibilities, Bond Update and Printer Pilot Information
USH tablet info and instructional replacement information

Please detail specific ways the most recent meeting could be improved.

alittle more time to ask questions
Continue to reinforce the use of the sticky notes for campus related issues.
maybe better chairs but over all i liked how it went.
meeting are good
none
Open discussion
overall the meeting was great but I think it's more effective to have all service techs in one meeting and the hs/ms techs in
a separate meeting.

Please identify any technology-focused campus concern your campus is experiencing at this time.

Do we have an updated schedule for Wi-Fi upgrades/improvements?
elem. Schools software distribution.
if i had to say it would probably be the new lenovo helix laptops would go to sleep and apon waking up can cause the
laptop to loose the domain and wont let them log in agein. fix is to restart laptop or restart the adaptor. its not a supper
Inventory tags not in system yet and when transfered not tranfered to my school.
none
not all yokel tvs are up - Larry is supposed to getting someone to move/rewire ours and our assoc is asking where the
solution is.
Older equipment not working well - DQ45 teacher computers and Dell e6400 laptops.
speakers that we currently receive are not loud enough for the portables when the air conditioning on.
Video editing and making done by Tech Liason teachers are not able to open the videos

Suggestions, Thoughts, Ideas?

Is there a way to get a better model speaker for the portables? Current model is inadequate when there is any excess
noise (ie - when AC is running)
maybe provide techs with some usb drive that we can use to flash bootable programs to troubleshoot computers.
None
return to having all techs in one meeting separate from hs/ms
Thank you for a great meeting.

Overall, how effective was the most recent meeting?

Extremely Effective - 3
Very Effective - 10
Effective - 2

Campus Level - (optional)

High School - 5
Middle School - 6
Service Center - 1

